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From its inception five and one-half years ago, the Campus Cache alerted readers that its tone would be light and irreverent. The CC
also warned: “Please do not mistake irreverence for disrespect or cynicism. We love Andrews University and honor the people who
have made, are making and will make the university a notable and remarkable place.” If a smile crossed your face during your reading
of Focus, the CC did its job.
All good things must come to an end. Things that are bad often end, too. In this, its final issue, the Campus Cache bids you adieu.
The CC doesn’t just wish to convey a farewell message...if that were the case, “au revoir” would have sufficed because it not only
conveys the message but, as a French expression, it reflects the cosmopolitan air of the CC. No, “adieu” is the word. Adieu means “to
God” and expresses the sentiment, “I commend you to God.” And that is exactly the wish of the CC. God is our refuge and strength
and God will continue to bless Andrews University. Plus, of course, it’s French. L’adieu mes lecteurs.

food E D I T I O N

With a new name (Dining Services) and a soon-to-come newly renovated space, Andrews University’s food
options are improving. The CC has always been a big fan of the AU cafeteria—it generates high quality of
high quantity food. That ain’t easy. Sure, home cooking is better, but the CC’s mom refuses to cook thrice
daily meals for more than a thousand people. If necessary, here are a few other Berrien Springs options.

Roma’s Pizzeria

Daybreak Café
Hopper’s Family Restaurant

Baguette de France

McDonald’s
Rios
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If you’ve never been to Roma’s, you might not only be missing out on the best pizza
in Berrien Springs, you might be missing out on the best pizza in the...well...greater
Berrien Springs area.
If it’s good enough for the Optimist Club meetings, it’s good enough for the CC!
If it’s good enough for Vice President Cheney...well, let’s just say that fresh quail isn’t a
CC favorite.
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The CC of course loves the French name. The sandwiches, too, are spectacular. The
only caution is that it takes a small student loan to afford one….
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The new Mexican restaurant is attempting to succeed in the home of many failed
eateries. The CC likes the veggie meat options, but isn’t a big fan of the chips (or the
fact that they’re not complimentary).

Not every set of Golden Arches offers a veggie burger. Supersize me!

Taco Bell/DQ
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Quick, cheap grub is needed by nearly every college student, but the gas station
ambiance does little for the CC.

Beijin Palace

C

Two words: lunch buffet.
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Scrumptious!

From the Spring ’87 issue

Fun-da-mental facts
	Take 6 will be appearing at the Howard Performing Arts Center on March 29,
2008. Tickets are just $5.83 per singer (since the singers appear together, $35).
	The Andrews University constituency studied university governance for nearly two
years and virtually all surveys of constituents suggested a preference to reduce the
size of the AU Board from its 38-members. So, when the constituency met on June
3, 2007, what did it do? It created a 42-member board. Apparently, the voting sum
is greater than its parts!
	The White House is located at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. Andrews University
is located on 1600 acres. The president at one of those locations is commonly
described as the most powerful man in the world. The president at the other
location vacations in Texas and Maine.

On Oct. 19, 1986, Andrews
University opened its first fast-food
styled restaurant, the Gazebo. But
it was fast-food with a twist: “Parklike décor, complete with Victorian
style ‘street lamps’ and park benches,
gives the newly remodeled area
a comfortable atmosphere for a
leisurely lunch or a quick snack.”
This innovative ambience was further
enhanced by “McDonald’s-style
menu boards,” which, as it turns
out, proudly featured those beloved
Victorian dishes—corn dogs and
tater tots.

A frowsy fallacy
Meet and greet is a time-tested college
orientation activity.
No meat is served on the Andrews
University campus.
Therefore, at Andrews University
we greet without meet.
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